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ABSTRACT
We report the successful identification of the type of the supernova (SN) responsible for the supernova remnant
SNR 0509675 in the LargeMagellanic Cloud (LMC) using Gemini spectra of surrounding light echoes. The ability
to classify outbursts associated with centuries-old remnants provides a new window into several aspects of SN re-
search and is likely to be successful in providing new constraints on additional LMC SNe, as well as their historical
counterparts in the Milky Way (MW). The combined spectrum of echo light from SNR 0509675 shows broad
emission and absorption lines consistent with a SN spectrum.We create a spectral library consisting of 28 SNe Ia and
6 SNe Ib/c that are time-integrated, dust-scattered by LMC dust, and reddened by the LMC andMW.We fit these SN
templates to the observed light echo spectrum using 2 minimization, as well as correlation techniques, and we find
that overluminous 1991T-like SNe Ia with m15 < 0:9 match the observed spectrum best.
Subject headinggs: ISM: individual (SNR 050967.5) — Magellanic Clouds — supernovae: general —
supernova remnants
Online material: color figures
1. INTRODUCTION
Over 100 years ago, a rapidly expanding nebula was photo-
graphed by Ritchey around Nova Persei 1901 (Ritchey 1901a,
1901b, 1902), and it was interpreted as a light echo from the nova
explosion (Kapteyn 1902). Later modeling of the physics of the
scattering and the geometry that led to apparent superluminal ex-
pansion confirmed this interpretation (Couderc 1939). Since then,
light echoes (i.e., a simple scattering echo rather than fluorescence
or dust reradiation) have been seen in the Galactic Nova Sagittarii
1936 (Swope 1940) and the eruptive variable V838Monocerotis
(Bond et al. 2003). Echoes have also been observed from extra-
galactic supernovae (SNe), with SN 1987A being the most famous
case (Crotts 1988; Suntzeff et al. 1988;Newman&Rest 2006), but
also including SNe 1991T (Schmidt et al. 1994; Sparks et al.
1999), 1993J (Sugerman & Crotts 2002; Liu et al. 2003), 1995E
(Quinn et al. 2006), 1998bu (Cappellaro et al. 2001), 2002hh
(Welch 2007), and 2003gd (Sugerman 2005;VanDyk et al. 2006).
By simple scaling arguments based on the visibility of Nova
Persei (Shklovskii 1964; van den Bergh 1965, 1975), light echoes
from SNe as old as a few hundred to 1000 years can be detected,
especially if the illuminated dust has regions of high density
(108 cm3).More sophisticatedmodels of scattered light echoes
have been published (Chevalier 1986; Sugerman 2003; Patat
2005), but the tabulations do not predict late-time light echo sur-
face brightness.
The few targeted surveys for light echoes from SNe (van den
Bergh 1966; Boffi et al. 1999) and novae (van den Bergh 1977;
Schaefer 1988) have been unsuccessful. However, these surveys
did not use digital image-subtraction techniques to remove the
dense stellar and galactic backgrounds. Even the bright echoes near
SN 1987A (Suntzeff et al. 1988) at V  21:3 mag arcsec2 are
hard to detect relative to the dense stellar background of the Large
Magellanic Cloud (LMC).
During the five observing seasons allocated to SuperMACHO
Project observations, the LMCwas observed repeatedly using the
Mosaic imager at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory
(CTIO) Blanco 4 m telescope. An automated image-reduction
pipeline performed high-precision difference imaging from 2001
September to 2005 December.We discovered light echo systems
associated with three ancient SNe in the LMC. The echomotions
trace back to three of the youngest supernova remnants (SNRs) in
theLMC:SNR051969.0, SNR050967.5, andSNR050968.7
(N103B). These three remnants have also been identified asType Ia
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events, based on X-ray spectral abundances (Hughes et al. 1995).
We have dated these echoes to events 400Y800 yr ago using their
position and apparent motion (Rest et al. 2005b). Such light echo
systems provide the extraordinary opportunity to study the spec-
trum of the light from SN explosions that reached Earth hundreds
of years ago, determine their spectral types, and compare them to
now well-developed remnant structures and elemental residues.
We have obtained spectra of light echoes from each of the three
light echo groups with the Gemini-South Gemini Multi-Object
Spectrograph (GMOS).While the light echoes of SNRs051969.0
and 050968.7 are in very crowded regions of the LMC bar, the
light echo features associated with SNR 050967.5 are in a much
less confused area. They are also the brightest light echo features
we have discovered to date. We have extracted the light echo
spectrum associated with SNR 050967.5 by applying standard
reduction techniques.
The stellar spectral LMC background cannot be completely
removed from the fainter light echo features of SNRs 051969.0
and 050968.7.Wehave obtainedmultiobject spectra usingGMOS
on Gemini-South, separated in time by 1 yr, in order to subtract
the stationary stellar spectral background and retain the (apparently
moving) SN echo light. In this paper we discuss the analysis of
the light echo spectrumof SNR050967.5, andwe determine the
SN spectral type. We defer the analysis of the light echo spectrum
of SNRs 051969.0 and 050968.7 to a future paper.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
2.1. Data Reduction of Imaging Observations
The SuperMACHO Project microlensing survey monitored
the central portion of the LMCwith a cadence of every other night
during the five fall observing seasons beginningwith 2001 Septem-
ber. The CTIO 4 m Blanco telescope with its 8K ; 8K Mosaic
imager and atmospheric dispersion corrector were used to cover
a mosaic of 68 pointings in an approximate rectangle, 3:7 ; 6:6,
aligned with the LMC bar. The images were taken through our
custom ‘‘VR’’ filter (kc¼ 625, k ¼ 220 nm;NOAOcode c6027)
with exposure times of 60Y200 s, depending on the stellar densities.
We used an automated pipeline to subtract PSF-matched template
images from the most recently acquired image to search for vari-
ability (Rest et al. 2005a; Garg et al. 2007;Miknaitis et al. 2007).
The resulting difference images are remarkably clean of the (con-
stant) stellar background and are ideal for searching for variable
objects. Our pipeline detects and catalogs the variable sources.
While searching for microlensing events in the LMC, we de-
tected groups of light echoes pointing back to three SNRs in the
LMC: SNR 051969.0, SNR 050967.5, and SNR 050968.7
(N103B). The surface brightnesses of the light echoes ranged from
22.5 mag arcsec2 to the detection limit of the survey of about
24 mag arcsec2.
2.2. Spectroscopic Observations
Images were obtained on UT 2005 September 7 in the r 0 band
using the Gemini-South GMOS covering a 5:50 ; 5:50 field cen-
tered on the brightest echoes associated with SNR 0509675.
These preimages were used to design a focal plane mask, which
included slitlets on 9 echoes, 9 stars, and 28 blank sky regions.
The slits were 1.000 wide. Spectroscopywas obtained usingGMOS
with the R400 grating, yielding a resolution of 0.88 and a spec-
tral range of 4500Y8500 8.
Spectroscopic observationswere obtained onUT2005November
7 and December 6 and 7. A total of six hour-long observations
were made. The data were taken using the nod-and-shuffle tech-
nique (Glazebrook & Bland-Hawthorn 2001), with the telescope
nodded between the on-source position and a blank sky field lo-
cated 4

away (off the LMC) every 120 s. In total, 3 hr were spent
integrating on-source. CuAr spectral calibration images andGCAL
flat fieldswere interspersedwith the science observations. The nod-
and-shuffle technique provides for the best possible sky subtraction
despite strong fringing in the red for the CCDs.
2.3. Data Reduction of Spectroscopic Observations
TheGMOS data were processed using IRAF17 and theGemini
IRAF package. The GMOS data were written as multiextension
FITS files with three data extensions, one for each of the three
CCDs in the instrument. We performed the initial processing by
extension (i.e., by CCD), waiting until after nod-and-shuffle sub-
traction tomosaic the extensions into a single array. First, an over-
scan value was subtracted and unused portions of the array were
trimmed. As the CCD was dithered after each nod-and-shuffle
observation in order to reduce the effects of charge traps, a sep-
arate flat field was obtained for each science observation. The flat-
field images were fit with a low-order spline for normalization,
and then each science framewas flattenedwith the appropriate nor-
malized flat. Both A and B nods in a given frame were flattened
with the same flat. The Gemini IRAF package gnscombine was
used to combine all the observations of a given light echo while
also performing the subtraction of the nod-and-shuffle components.
The individual extensions were then mosaicked into a single array.
Since the slitlets were oriented at various position angles tan-
gent to the bright portions of the echo, each individual slitlet had
to be rectified using a geometric transformation derived from the
CuAr calibration lamp spectra. The slitlets with the brightest echo
features were extracted by collapsing each slitlet along the spatial
dimension.Wavelength calibration provided by the CuAr calibra-
tion lamps was taken through the same mask. A low-order poly-
nomial was fit to the calibration lamp spectra and the solution then
applied to each slitlet. The three brightest individual slitlets could
then be combined.18 A slitlet that had been purposely placed in
an apparently blank portion of the field was then used to create a
background spectrum to represent the diffuse spectral background
of the LMC. This background was scaled and subtracted from
the one-dimensional combined spectrumof the echo.Despite these
efforts, some residual spectral contamination remained, as evi-
denced by narrow emission lines in the final spectrum.
We used the spectrophotometric standard LTT 4364 (Hamuy
et al. 1992, 1994) to flux-calibrate the individual spectra using
our own routines in IDL. The standard star was not observed on
the same nights as the echo observations. The relative spectro-
photometry was expected to be good at the 5% level based on our
extensive experiencewith the reduction of a large sample of low-z
Type Ia SNe for which we had photometry and spectroscopy
(Matheson et al. 2008). We also used LTT 4364 to remove tellu-
ric features from the spectra using techniques described byWade
&Horne (1988), Bessell (1999), andMatheson et al. (2000). Fig-
ure 1 shows the reduced spectrum of the light echo associated with
SNR 0509675, which exhibits broad emission and absorption
features consistent with SN spectra.
3. ANALYSIS
Several authors have addressed the scattering of light off dust
particles and its effect on the surface brightness and spectrum of
17 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatory, which
is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc.,
under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foundation.
18 Each slitletwas in a different physical location on themask, so each spectrum
has a slightly different central wavelength, necessitating wavelength calibration
before combination.
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the resulting light echoes (e.g., Couderc 1939; Chevalier 1986;
Emmering & Chevalier 1989; Sugerman 2003; Patat 2005; Patat
et al. 2006). The light echo spectrum can be described by the time-
integratedSN spectrumattenuated by the scattering dust (Sugerman
2003; Patat et al. 2006). First, we describe howwe create our library
of 28 time-integrated SN Ia spectra and 6 time-integrated SN Ib/c
spectra (see x 3.1). Since our goal is to compare SN spectra, we
introduce and describe methods to correlate and compare SN spec-
tra in x 3.2, andwe test these methods by comparing the integrated
SN Ia template spectra.We introduce a technique that estimates the
m15 of a given SN Ia based on its correlation with other SNe Ia.
In x 3.3 we describe how the spectrum is attenuated by the scat-
tering dust.We then test in x 3.4 ourmethod of estimating them15
of a SN by correlating its light echo with dust-scattered, time-
integrated SN Ia templates in the example of SN 1998bu.
3.1. Time-integrated Spectra
The observed light echo is derived from scattering of the SN
light off of dust sheets. These dust sheets have light time travel
dimensions which are significant with respect to the duration of a
SN’s prenebular phase. Thus, the light echo represents a time inte-
gration of the SNflux attenuated by the scattering dust (Sugerman
2003; Patat et al. 2006).We create 28 time-integrated SN Ia spectra
using the light curve and spectral library of Matheson et al. (2008)
and Jha et al. (2006) and 6 time-integrated SN Ib/c spectra using
the data references shown in column (10) of Table 1. We cannot
use a simple integration algorithm, like the trapezoidal rule, since
there are often significant gaps in coverage of sometimes up to
15 days due to bright time, weather conditions, and schedule con-
straints. Simple interpolation over nonhomogenous coveragewould
not correctly account for the nonlinear shape of the SN light curves.
Thus, for each day we calculate a spectrum as the weighted aver-
age of its two closest-in-time input spectra and scale it so that the
spectrum convolved with the V filter agrees with the magnitude
from the light-curve fit. Then we use the trapezoidal rule to inte-
grate. All these steps are simple weighted summations of the in-
put spectra and can be combined to a weighted sum of all the
input spectra. Since we have normalized the input spectra so that
the spectra convolved with the V filter have the same reference
magnitude,V ¼ 15, theseweights have the added benefit that they
indicate the contribution of each input spectrum to the final inte-
grated spectrum. This gives us themeans to testwhether one or two
input spectra dominate the integrated spectrum due to imperfect
coverage: if the maximum weight is large, it is an indication of
such problems. We use this maximum weight as a tool to grade
the integrated spectra. In detail, we perform the following steps on
each SN:
1. The spectral templates Sˆi at epochs tˆi are normalized so that
the spectra convolved with the V filter have the same reference
magnitude, V ¼ 15.
2. We fit V-band light-curve templates of SNe Ia (Prieto et al.
2006) and SNe Ib/c19 to the observed light curves. These fitted
light curves range from15 to +85 dayswith respect to theB-band
maximum.
3. For a given time tk , we find the spectra that are closest
to this date in both time directions, tˆi1 and tˆ
þ
i2. We estimate the
spectrum as the time-weighted average of these two spectra with
ci1(tk )¼ ( tˆi2 tk)/( tˆþi2 tˆi1) andci2(tk)¼ (tk tˆi1)/( tˆþi2 tˆi1).For
times before the first or after the last spectrum, we just use the
first and last spectrum, respectively. Thenwe normalize the spec-
trum by n(tk) so that the spectrum convolved with the V filter
agrees with the magnitude from the light-curve fit,
S(tk)¼ n(tk ) ci1(tk)Sˆi1þ ci2(tk)Sˆi2
 
: ð1Þ
Fig. 1.—Observed spectrum of a light echo associated with SNR 0509675
(gray area). We have removed the chip gaps (4838Y48948, 6235Y63158) and
various LMC background emission lines ([O iii], H, [N ii], and [S ii]). The black
line indicates the boxcar-smoothed spectrum. The broad absorption and emission
lines are consistent with SN spectra. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for
a color version of this figure.]
TABLE 1
SNe Ib/c Template Spectra
SN
(1)
Subtype
(2)
N
(3)
pmin
(4)
pmax
(5)
wmax
(6)
Grade
(7)
2f ; 10
4
(8)
rlap
(9)
Ref.
(10)
SN 1994I.............. Ic-norm 18 6.50 63.50 0.2703 B 2.90 3.8 Filippenko et al. (1995)
SN 1997ef ............ Ic-broad 25 12.50 82.50 0.1485 A 4.08 1.1 Iwamoto et al. (2000)
SN 2004aw .......... Ic-norm 25 7.50 46.50 0.1610 A 2.17 3.7 Taubenberger et al. (2006)
SN 2005bf............ Ib-pec 22 28.50 33.50 0.1474 A 6.68 1.0 Modjaz (2007)
SN 2005hg ........... Ib-norm 16 13.50 26.50 0.3285 B 7.45 1.0 Modjaz (2007)
SN 2005mf........... Ic-norm 4 3.50 13.50 0.4233 C 2.02 4.2 Modjaz (2007)
Notes.—Overview of SN Ib/c template spectra. Col. (1) shows the SN identifier. Col. (2) shows the SN Ib/c subtype. The number of spectra N are shown in col. (3),
spanning a phase from pmin to pmax days (cols. [4] and [5]) with respect to the fitted V-band peak. Based on wmax in col. (6) (the biggest weight assigned to the spectra for
a given SN), a grade of A, B, or C is assigned to each SN (col. [7]), as described in x 3.1. The 2f for the fit of the time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened
SN Ib/c spectra to the observed light echo spectrum is shown in col. (8). Col. (9) shows the rlap value determined with SNID indicating the correlation between the
SN template and the observed light echo spectrum. An rlap value bigger than 5 is considered a good correlation. Col. (10) shows the references for the SN data.
19 See http://supernova.lbl.gov/~nugent /nugent _ templates.html.
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4. We integrate the spectrum from 15 to +85 days with re-
spect to theB-bandmaximum. Calculating the integrated spectrum
is thus just a linear combination of the input template spectra Sˆi,
F(k)¼
X
k
S(tk )¼
X
j
wjSˆj; ð2Þ
where wj are functions of n(tk) and ci(tk ).
As outlined before, the dominant complication creating the time-
integrated spectra is that for a given SN, the epochs for which
spectra are available are nonhomogenous, and one or two spectra
can end up dominating the integrated spectrum. If the maximum
weight wmax ¼ maximum(wj) is large, it is an indication of such
problems. To reflect the relative quality of this effect, we grade
our integrated spectra by requiring that for grades A, B, and C the
maximumweight fulfillswmax  25%,35%, and45%, respec-
tively. We find 13, 7, and 8 SNe Ia of grades A, B, and C, re-
spectively (see Table 2). For the SNe of Type Ib/c, we find 3, 2,
and 1 of grades A, B, and C, respectively (see Table 1).
3.2. Methods to Compare and Correlate Spectra
Our ultimate goal is to find the time-integrated template spectra
that best match the observed light echo spectrum in order to deter-
mine the (sub)type of the SN. One possibility is to fit the template
spectra to the observed light echo spectrum by a simple nor-
malization and calculate the 2. The intrinsic problem with a
2-minimization fit of the spectra is that already small but low
spatial frequency errors such as those due to errors in deredden-
ing or background subtraction can warp the spectrum and lead to
a bad measure of fit. An alternative to the 2-minimization ap-
proach is the cross-correlation technique. In this paper we use an
implementation of the correlation techniques of Tonry & Davis
(1979), the Supernova Identification code (SNID;Blondin&Tonry
2007a, 2007b).We compare and correlate the template SN Ia spec-
tra: do the templates correlate better if they have similar m15?
Can we determine them15 of a SN template just by correlating
it to the other SN Ia templates? In the following we discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of these techniques.
3.2.1. 2 Minimization
We compare each SN Ia template spectrum with all others by
performing a 2-minimization fit with a normalization factor as
the only free parameter. We use the variance spectrum as 1 
errors for the observed spectrum. Figure 2 shows the 2 versus
the difference in m15: m15(i)m15( j) for all SNe Ia with
gradeA or B. There is a trend that for smaller differences inm15
the2 is smaller, indicating that indeed SNe Ia with similarm15
have similar spectra. However, there is still a big spread. This is
most likely due to errors in dereddening or galaxy subtraction
TABLE 2
SNe Ia Template Spectra
SN
(1)
Subtype
(2)
m15
(3)
N
(4)
pmin
(5)
pmax
(6)
wmax
(7)
Grade
(8)
2f ; 10
4
(9)
rlap
(10)
SN 1991T............................... Ia-91T 0:94 0:05 18 15.50 71.50 0.2041 A 2.00 1.8
SN 1992A .............................. Ia-norm 1:47 0:05 11 7.50 25.50 0.2087 A 3.74 1.6
SN 1997do ............................. Ia-norm 0:99 0:10 12 12.05 20.79 0.2878 B 3.98 2.4
SN 1998V .............................. Ia-norm 1:06 0:05 8 1.99 41.99 0.3026 B 2.55 4.0
SN 1998ab ............................. Ia-91T 0:88 0:17 10 8.13 46.74 0.4090 C 1.85 2.3
SN 1998aq ............................. Ia-norm 1:05 0:03 14 1.24 48.67 0.2990 B 3.42 3.1
SN 1998bp ............................. Ia-91bg 1:83 0:06 11 5.03 27.85 0.2189 A 7.37 1.6
SN 1998bu ............................. Ia-norm 1:02 0:04 26 3.36 43.66 0.2159 A 3.79 3.4
SN 1998dh ............................. Ia-norm 1:23 0:17 10 10.07 44.82 0.4386 C 6.16 1.7
SN 1998dm............................ Ia-norm 1:07 0:06 10 2.91 45.86 0.4007 C 3.24 4.2
SN 1998ec.............................. Ia-norm 1:08 0:09 6 3.98 39.01 0.2545 B 3.88 2.3
SN 1998eg ............................. Ia-norm 1:15 0:09 6 0.35 23.68 0.3581 C 3.65 2.7
SN 1998es.............................. Ia-91T 0:87 0:08 20 12.28 43.72 0.1753 A 1.36 5.4
SN 1999aa.............................. Ia-91T 0:85 0:08 22 11.16 47.64 0.2044 A 1.32 6.8
SN 1999ac.............................. Ia-91T 1:00 0:08 16 5.97 38.96 0.1817 A 3.16 2.6
SN 1999by ............................. Ia-91bg 1:90 0:09 13 5.36 40.67 0.1568 A 6.08 2.0
SN 1999cc.............................. Ia-norm 1:46 0:05 7 4.14 24.82 0.2495 A 6.17 1.6
SN 1999cl .............................. Ia-91T 1:19 0:19 11 9.32 36.67 0.2792 B 2.99 1.5
SN 1999dq ............................. Ia-91T 0:88 0:08 21 13.02 45.84 0.1597 A 1.41 5.3
SN 1999ej .............................. Ia-norm 1:41 0:05 5 2.23 10.76 0.4068 C 4.31 2.4
SN 1999gd ............................. Ia-norm 1:16 0:06 5 0.02 33.89 0.4036 C 5.86 1.9
SN 1999gh ............................. Ia-91bg 1:69 0:05 12 2.02 38.88 0.4359 C 10.12 2.5
SN 1999gp ............................. Ia-91T 0:87 0:08 8 6.29 34.62 0.1947 A 1.64 2.9
SN 2000cf .............................. Ia-norm 1:27 0:12 6 0.16 22.83 0.3560 C 4.23 2.3
SN 2000cn ............................. Ia-91bg 1:58 0:12 9 10.14 26.77 0.2764 B 6.30 2.6
SN 2000dk ............................. Ia-91bg 1:57 0:09 6 5.11 33.77 0.2575 B 5.07 2.4
SN 2000fa .............................. Ia-norm 1:00 0:10 13 12.03 41.68 0.1623 A 2.42 2.1
SN 2001V .............................. Ia-norm 0:93 0:05 28 15.50 48.50 0.2020 A 2.12 4.4
Notes.—Overview of SN Ia template spectra (Matheson et al. 2008). Col. (1) shows the SN identifier. Col. (2) shows the SN Ia subtype, where ‘‘Ia-91T’’ indicates
the overluminous, slow decliners; ‘‘Ia-norm’’ indicates the ‘‘normal’’ SNe Ia; and ‘‘Ia-91bg’’ indicates the underluminous, fast decliners. Col. (3) shows them15 of
the SNe Ia. The number of spectra N are shown in col. (4), spanning a phase from pmin to pmax days (cols. [5] and [6]) with respect to the fitted V-band peak. Based on
wmax in col. (7) (the biggest weight assigned to the spectra for a given SN), a grade of A, B, or C is assigned to each SN (col. [8]), as described in x 3.1. The2f for the
fit of the time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened SN Ia spectra to the observed light echo spectrum is shown in col. (9). Col. (10) shows the rlap value
determined with SNID indicating the correlation between the SN template and the observed light echo spectrum. An rlap value bigger than 5 is considered a good
correlation.
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introducing systematic errors. Figure 3 shows the spectra of SN
1999dq and SN 1999aa. The spectrum of SN 1999aa is very sim-
ilar to the spectrum of SN 1999dq, with the exception that the
SN 1999aa spectrum is warped toward the blue. This difference
is most likely not real but an artifact of dereddening or background
subtraction.
In order to avoid these problems, one has to do a very careful
reduction and analysis to obtain the template SN spectra, as follows:
1. Interpolate the observed B and V light curves (no reddening
corrections).
2. Warp the spectrum to match the observed B V color at a
given epoch.
3. Calculate the K-correction from the warped spectrum.
4. Apply the calculated K-corrections and deredden the B and
V light curves to get the intrinsic B V color.
5. Finally, correct the spectrum by reddening and warping it
to match the intrinsic color calculated from the light curve.
Similar techniques are being developed for SN Ia light-curve
fitting to get distances to SNe Ia. We are currently implementing
these techniques, and we will discuss their implementation in
A. Rest et al. (2008, in preparation).
3.2.2. Cross-Correlation of Spectra with SNID
One alternative to the 2-minimization approach is the cross-
correlation technique. In this paper we use an implementation of
the correlation techniques of Tonry&Davis (1979), the SNID code
(Blondin & Tonry 2007a, 2007b). In SNID, the input and template
spectra are binned on a common logarithmic wavelength scale,
such that a redshift (1þ z) corresponds to a uniform linear shift
in log k. The spectra are then ‘‘flattened’’ through division by
a pseudocontinuum, such that the correlation only relies on the
relative shape and strength of spectral features and is therefore
insensitive to spectral color information (including reddening un-
certainties and fluxmiscalibrations). The pseudocontinuum is fitted
as a 13 point cubic spline evenly spaced in log wavelength be-
tween 2500 and 100008. We refer the reader to Blondin & Tonry
(2007b), where the SNID algorithm is described in full detail.
Finally, the spectra are smoothed by applying a bandpass filter to
remove low-frequency residuals (wavelength scalek300 8) left
over from the pseudocontinuum division and high-frequency noise
(wavelength scaleP508) components. The main motivation for
applying such a filter lies in the physical nature of SN spectra,
which are dominated by broad spectral lines (100Y150 8) due
to the large expansion velocities of the ejecta (10,000 km s1).
A more detailed explanation of the spectrum preprocessing and
cross-correlation in SNID is given by Blondin & Tonry (2007b).
The input spectrum is correlated in turn with each template
spectrum. The redshift, z, is usually a free parameter in SNID (in-
deed, this code was developed to determine the redshift of high-z
SN Ia spectra; Matheson et al. 2005; Miknaitis et al. 2007) but
can be fixedwhen the redshift is known, as is the case here for the
LMC (z  0:001). The quality of a correlation is determined by
the rlap quality parameter, which is the product of the Tonry &
Davis (1979) correlation height-noise ratio (r) and the spectrum
overlap parameter (lap). Here r is defined as the ratio of the height
of the highest peak in the correlation function to the rms of its
antisymmetric component, while lap is a measure of the overlap
in rest-frame wavelength space between the input and template
spectra (see Blondin & Tonry 2007b). For an input spectrum with
the rest-frame wavelength range ½k0; k1, lap is in the range 0 
lap  ln(k1 /k0). Inwhat follows, a ‘‘good’’ correlation corresponds
to rlap  5 with lap  0:4 (Matheson et al. 2005; Miknaitis
et al. 2007; Blondin&Tonry 2007a, 2007b). Note that these limits
are not derived from the data set in this paper, but from comparing
single-epoch spectra from low- and high-z SNe.
We correlate each pair of SN Ia spectra using the SNID tech-
niques in a fashion similar towhatwe have donewith the2 mini-
mization. Figure 4 shows the rlap values versus the difference in
m15 of the SNID-correlated SN Ia template spectra. There is a
clear trend toward stronger correlation for spectra with similar
m15. Note that most of the pairs with rlap  10 have a differ-
ence in m15 of less than 0.25.
The SNID technique ‘‘flattens’’ the spectra before correlating
them (see x 3.2.2). The flattened spectra produced by SNID have
the additional advantage that the 2 is more robust against errors
in dereddening or background subtraction. We calculate 2f for
all SN Ia pairs of flattened template spectra and plot it versus the
difference in m15 in Figure 5. The correlation between the
Fig. 2.—2 vs. difference inm15:m15(i )m15( j ) for all SNe Ia in cat-
egories A and B. There is a trend that for smaller differences in m15 the 
2 is
smaller, indicating that indeed SNe Ia with similarm15 are more similar. How-
ever, there is still a large spread, which is most likely due to errors in dereddening
or galaxy subtraction. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]
Fig. 3.—Spectra of SN 1999dq (dotted line) and SN 1999aa (solid line). Note
that the spectra of SN 1999aa and SN 1999dq have almost identical spectral fea-
tures, but that of SN 1999aa is warped toward the blue. This difference is most
likely not real but an artifact of dereddening or background subtraction. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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goodness of fit indicated by 2f and m15 is significantly better
than for 2.
We use the template spectra to test whether 2f can be used to
determine them15. For a given SN Ia template spectrum,we cal-
culate the 2f with respect to all other SN Ia templates. We find
the template SNe with the smallest 2f (denoted as 
2
f ;min) and
estimate them15 by computing the error-weighted meanm15
for the three templates with the smallest 2f  22f ;min. Figure 6
shows them15 determined by the light-curve shape versus the
m15 estimated using 
2
f [denoted as m15(
2
f )]. For SNe Ia
with smallm15  1:1, the agreement between true and estimated
m15(
2
f ) is excellent. However, for SNe Ia with m15 > 1:1,
there is a significant spread. The reason is that the sample of SNe Ia
with m15 < 1:1 comprises both normal objects and overlumi-
nous oneswith spectra similar to those of SN1991Tor SN1999aa
(Jeffery et al. 1992; Jha et al. 2006). These latter objects have spectra
that show large deviations from normal SNe Ia, especially around
maximum light (where the impact on the light echo spectrum is
the greatest). At intermediatem15 (1:2Pm15P1:6), however,
SN Ia spectra are similar, and our approach does not enable a
clear determination. The two points with largem15 > 1:8 are
both subluminous, 1991bg-like SNe Ia (Garnavich et al. 2004; Jha
et al. 2006). The spectra show significant deviations from normal
and overluminous SNe Ia around maximum light, yet them15
values are systematically underestimated. The disagreement is a
simple consequence of the lack of 1991bg-like SNe Ia in our set
of spectral templates.With only two such templates withm15 >
1:6 (see Table 2), the error-weightedmeanm15 of the three best-
matching templates will systematically bias them15 determina-
tion to lower values. In Figure 7 we show the difference between
the truem15 and the estimatedm15(
2
f ) versusm15(
2
f ).
For m15(
2
f )  1:1, the standard deviation of the estimated
m15(
2
f ) compared to the true m15 is 0.05 mag. The calcu-
lated uncertainties ofm15(
2
f ) are slightly underestimated by a
Fig. 4.—Valueof rlapvs. difference inm15:m15(i)m15( j ) for all SNe Ia
in categories A and B. There is a clear trend toward stronger correlation for spectra
with similarm15. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of
this figure.]
Fig. 5.—Value of 2f vs. difference inm15:m15(i)m15( j) for all SNe
Ia in categories A and B. The correlation between the goodness of fit indicated
by 2f andm15 is significantly better than for 
2. [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 6.—Value ofm15 determined by the light-curve shape vs.m15 estimated
using 2f , denoted asm15(
2
f ). The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg
are indicated with circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. The pentagon indi-
cates SN 1998bu. For SNe Ia with smallm15  1:1, the agreement between true
and estimated m15(
2
f ) is excellent. However, for SNe Ia with m15 > 1:1,
there is a significant spread. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]
Fig. 7.—Difference between the true m15 and the estimated m15(
2
f ) vs.
m15(
2
f ). The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg are indicated with cir-
cles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. The pentagon indicates SN 1998bu. For
m15(
2
f )  1:1, the standard deviation of the estimated m15(2f ) compared
to the truem15 is 0.05mag. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color
version of this figure.]
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factor of 1.3. Therefore, we consider m15(
2
f ) a very good es-
timate of the true m15 for m15(
2
f )  1:1 with uncertainties
smaller than 0.1 mag. If the fittedm15 > 1:1, then it can only be
said that it is unlikely to be a 1991T-like SN Ia (1999cl is the only
1991T-like SN Ia in our sample with m15 > 1:1; see Table 2).
More importantly, Figure 7 also shows that we are able to ac-
curately determine them15 for SNe Ia withm15 < 1:1. Since
all 1991T-like SNe Ia fulfill this condition, we are in principle
able to not only determine the m15 but also the SN Ia subtype
for these objects.Wewill see in the next section that the light echo
spectrum presented here is most probably a 1991T-like SN Ia
with m15 < 0:9.
3.3. Single Scattering Approximation
Several authors have addressed the single-scattering approx-
imation for light echoes (e.g., Couderc 1939; Chevalier 1986;
Emmering & Chevalier 1989; Sugerman 2003; Patat 2005). Fol-
lowing the derivation of Sugerman (2003), the surface brightness
BSC of scattered light with wavelength k scattering at an angle 
off dust at position r and thickness z is
BSC(k; ; r;z)¼ F(k)nH(r)G(r;z)S(k;  ); ð3Þ
where F(k) is the time-integrated spectra of the SN, nH(r) is the
number density of hydrogen nuclei, G(r;z) is a geometrical
factor depending on the geometry between the observer, SN, and
dust, and S(k;  ) is the integrated scattering function, which is de-
scribed in more detail in x 3.3.1.
Since for this paper we are only interested in the relative fluxes,
we can drop all terms that are not dependent on the wavelength
and add reddening by the LMC and MW, and the modeled, ob-
served spectrum Fscat has the form
Fscat(k)¼ CnormCMWext (k)C LMCext (k)F(k)S(k;  ); ð4Þ
where CMWext and C
LMC
ext are the reddening by the MW and the
LMC, respectively, as discussed in x 3.3.3.
3.3.1. Dust Properties
In order to get the total integrated scattering function S(k;  ),
we add up the integrated scattering function for each individual
dust type,
S(k;  )¼
X
X
SX (k;  ): ð5Þ
FollowingWeingartner &Draine (2001), X can be s, cn, and ci for
silicon dust grains, carbonaceous dust grains with a neutral poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) component, and carbonaceous
dust grains with an ionized PAH component, respectively. For a
given dust type X, the integrated scattering function SX is
SX (k;  ) ¼
Z
QSC;X (k; a)gX (; k; a) fX (a) da; ð6Þ
where QSC;X is the grain scattering efficiency, g¼ a2 is the
grain cross-section, fX (a) is the grain size distribution discussed
in x 3.3.2, and X (; k; a) is the Henyey & Greenstein (1941)
phase function,
X (k;  )¼ 1 g
2
X (k; a)
1þ g2X (k; a) 2gX (k; a) cos ½  3=2
; ð7Þ
where g(k; a) is the degree of forward scattering for a given
grain. We integrate SX (k;  ) for the individual grain types by
using the extendedSimpson’smethod (Press et al. 1992).We inter-
polate the values forQSC;X and gX (k; a) using the tables provided
by B. T. Draine20 (Draine & Lee 1984; Laor & Draine 1993;
Weingartner & Draine 2001; Li & Draine 2001).
3.3.2. Dust Grain Size Distribution
We use the models defined by Weingartner & Draine (2001),
which consist of a mixture of carbonaceous grains and amorphous
silicate grains. Carbonaceous grains are PAH-like when small (a 
103 m) and graphite-likewhen large (a > 103 m;Li&Draine
2001). The dust grain size distribution f (a) is written as
f (a) 	 1
nH
dngr
da
; ð8Þ
where ngr(a) is the number density of grains with sizea and nH
is the number density of H nuclei in both atoms and molecules.
Weingartner&Draine (2001) derive the size distributions for differ-
ent lines of sight toward the LMC.We adopt the parameters of their
‘‘LMC avg’’ model and bC ¼ 2 ; 105 (Table 3 of Weingartner
& Draine 2001). We can then calculate the size distributions for
carbonaceous dust fci(a) ¼ Cion f (a) and fcn(a) ¼ (1 Cion) f (a)
using equations (2), (4), and (6) of Weingartner & Draine (2001).
The PAH/graphitic grains are assumed to be 50% neutral and 50%
ionized (Li & Draine 2001), thus Cion¼ 0:5. For amorphous
silicate dust fs we use equations (4) and (5).
3.3.3. Extinction
The extinction can be expressed as
log10Cext(k) ¼ 0:4hA(k)=A(V )iRVE(B V ): ð9Þ
For theMW, we calculate the extinctionCMWext (k) by setting RV ¼
3:1 and EMW(B V ) ¼ 0:07 and by calculating hA(k)/A(V )i us-
ing equations (1)Y(3) of Cardelli et al. (1989).
The average internal extinction of the LMC isE(B V ) ¼ 0:1
(Bessell 1991), but different populations give different results.
Zaritsky (1999) finds a mean E(B V ) ¼ 0:06 from red clump
giants and E(B V ) ¼ 0:14 from OB types. He attributes this
dependence to an age-dependent scale height: OB stars with a
smaller scale height lie predominantly in the dusty disk. We use
ELMC(B V ) ¼ 0:05, half the average internal extinction value,
since the most likely position of the SN is somewhere halfway
through the LMC. Since the light echoes are not in the super-
bubble of the LMC, we use the average RV ;LMC ¼ 3:41 value of
the ‘‘LMCAverageSample’’ fromTable 2 ofGordon et al. (2003).
Even though the extinction curves in the LMC and SMC have
similarities to the MW extinction curves, there are significant
differences. Thus, we calculate hA(k)/A(V )i for the LMC using
equation (5) in Gordon et al. (2003) and the values in the ‘‘Aver-
age’’ row of the section ‘‘LMCAverage Sample’’ in Table 3 in
Gordon et al. (2003).
3.4. Testing the Method with SN 1998bu
Several hundred days after the explosion, the light curve of the
Type Ia supernova SN 1998bu suddenly flattened. At the same
time, the spectrum changed from typical nebular emission to a blue
continuum with broad absorption and emission features reminis-
cent of the SN spectrum at early phases (Cappellaro et al. 2001).
This was explained by the emergence of a light echo from a fore-
ground dust cloud. A similar case is SN 1991T, but its light echo
spectra are of significantly lower signal-to-noise ratio.
20 Available at http://www.astro.princeton.edu /~draine/dust /dust.diel.html.
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We use SN 1998bu as a test case to see whether we can de-
termine them15 of this SN Ia from its light echo spectrum. We
correlate the template spectra with the light echo spectrum and
estimate with our method them15(
2
f ) of SN 1998bu. We can
then compare how close this estimatedm15 is to the true, light-
curve-measuredm15 ¼ 1:02 0:04. This is the ultimate test of
whether the method works on a real-world example.
For the light echo of SN 1998bu we assume that the reflecting
dust is z ¼ 70 pc in front of the SN, the host galaxy extinction is
AhostV ¼ 0:86, and RV ¼ 3:1 (Cappellaro et al. 2001). Using these
values, we can calculate time-integrated, dust-scattered, and red-
dened template spectra by applying equation (4) for 28 SNe Ia,
which we denote as template spectra in what follows. As described
in x 3.2.2, we calculate the rlap and 2f values using SNID for the
observed light echo spectra with the spectra templates.
Figure 8 shows the rlap values of the SN 1998bu light echo and
the template spectra for the different SN Ia subtypes. In general,
1991T-like SNe Ia (circles) have a lower than normalm15 and
are overluminous, slow decliners, whereas 1991bg-like SNe Ia
(diamonds) have a largem15 and are underluminous, fast declin-
ers. Besides one outlier atm15 ¼ 1:7, all other rlap  5 values
are for SNe Ia with m15 < 1:2. This is in very good agreement
with them15 ¼ 1:02 0:04 of SN 1998bu determined from its
light curves. (Note that the limit rlap  5 is not derived from the
data set in this paper, but from comparing single-epoch spectra
from low- and high-z SNe.) Similarly, the best 2f values are all
for spectra templates with m15 < 1:2 (see Fig. 9). We apply
our method to determine the m15 described in x 3.2.2 using
2f and estimate m15(
2
f ) ¼ 1:01 0:03 for SN 1998bu. This
is within the errors to m15 determined with the light curves.
Figures 6 and 7 show them15(
2
f ) of SN 1998bu ( pentagon).
We find that the SNID correlation technique provides more than
sufficient discrimination between input templates form15  1:1.
4. DISCUSSION
Wehave obtained a spectrumof the light echo located at R:A: ¼
05h13m03:77s, decl: ¼ 6729004:9100 at epoch J2000.0. The
associated SNR 0509675 is at R:A: ¼ 05h09m31:922s, decl: ¼
6731017:1200 at epoch J2000.0. The angular distance between
the light echo and the SNR is 0.340. Using the SNR age of 400 yr
determined using light echo apparent motion (Rest et al. 2005b),
we can determine the line-of-sight distance between the dust sheet
and the SNR.Wefind this distance to be z ¼ 300 pc,whichwe use
to calculate the scattering angle . Thenwe can calculate the time-
integrated, dust-scattered, and reddened template spectra by apply-
ing equation (4) for 28 SNe Ia and 6 SNe Ib/c. We use SNID to
calculate the rlap and 2f using both the SN Ia and SN Ib/c
templates (see cols. [8] and [9] in Table 1 and cols. [9] and [10] in
Table 2).
The spectrum of the light echo associated with SNR 0509675
shows broad emission and absorption features consistent with SN
spectra. The question is, what kind of SN is it? Figure 10 shows
the fit of two SN II template spectra (Types IIP and IIL) to the echo
spectrum. Both spectra are created by using a spectral library by
P. Nugent21 (Gilliland et al. 1999). The IIP spectrum template is
based mostly on the models seen in Baron et al. (2004), and its
light curves are based onCappellaro et al. (1997). There is no need
for any sophisticated correlation or fitting technique to conclude
that the observed light echo spectrum is not that of a Type II SN.
Following the procedures described in xx 3.1 and 3.3, we have
created the SN template spectra for 28 SNe Ia and 6 SNe Ib/c, and
we correlate these template spectra with the light echo spectrum
using the SNID correlation technique described in x 3.2.2. For the
purpose of this paper, which is to identify the spectral (sub)type
of the SN explosion that created SNR 0509675, the SNID cor-
relation technique described in x 3.2.2 providesmore than sufficient
discrimination between input templates. This technique ‘‘flattens’’
both spectra and then correlates the main features of the spectra.
The strength of the correlation is reflected in the parameter rlap,
with values of rlap  5:0 indicating a strong correlation. Figure 11
shows the rlap values versusm15 of the SNID-correlated SN Ia
template spectra. The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg
are indicated with circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively.
There is an improved match with template spectra with smaller
m15 correlatingmore strongly with the observed light echo spec-
trum than the ones with largem15. Only three templates, all with
m15 < 0:9, have a strong correlation with the observed light
echo spectrum. Figure 12 shows a histogram of the rlap values for
the different SNe Ia, as well as Ib/c subtypes. Note that the normal
SNe Ic (SN 1994I, SN 2004aw, and SN 2005mf ), denoted as
Fig. 8.—Correlation parameter rlap of the light echo of SN 1998bu determined
with SNID vs.m15 of the time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened
SN Ia spectra. The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg are indicated with
circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 9.—2f vs.m15 for the fit of the time-integrated, dust-scattered, red-
dened, and flattened SN Ia spectra to the observed light echo spectrum associated
with SN 1998bu. The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg are indicated
with circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
21 See http://supernova.lbl.gov/~nugent /nugent_templates.html.
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‘‘Ic-norm,’’ show stronger correlations than the other types of
SNe Ib/c (the broad-line SN Ic SN 1997ef, the peculiar SN Ib
SN 2005bf, and the normal SN Ib SN 2005hg), denoted as
‘‘Ibc-other’’ in the bottom panel of Figure 12 (see also Table 1).
All SNe Ib/c have a significantly smaller rlap value than three of
the 1991T-like SNe Ia, and no SN Ib/c has an rlap value bigger
than 5, which is the cutoff value for a good correlation.
The flattened spectra produced by SNID have the additional
advantage that the2 is more robust against errors in dereddening
or background subtraction. We calculate the 2f of the flattened
template spectra with respect to the flattened observed light echo
spectra for all templates (see col. [8] in Table 1 and col. [9] in
Table 2). Figure 13 shows 2f versusm15 for the different sub-
types of SNe Ia. The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg
are indicated with circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively.
The correlation between 2f andm15 is, as expected, excellent:
the five SNewith the smallest2f also have the smallestm15. This
confirms that rlap and 2 are equally suitable measures of fit
when the low spatial frequency features are removed. Figure 14
shows the histograms of 2f for the different SN Ia subtypes (top)
and SN Ib/c subtypes (bottom). Similar to the rlap histograms,
the normal SNe Ic have a decent 2f , but all 1991T-like SNe with
m15 < 0:9 have a better 
2
f . We apply our method to determine
Fig. 10.—Time-integrated, dust-scattered, and reddened SN II spectra fitted to
the observed light echo spectrum (gray area) associated with SNR 0509675. The
chip gaps (4838Y4894 8, 6235Y63158) and various LMC background emission
lines ([O iii], H, [N ii], and [S ii]) are removed from the observed spectrum. The
features do not correlate, and we conclude that the observed light echo spectrum
is not a SN II spectrum. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]
Fig. 11.—Correlation parameter rlap determined with SNID vs.m15 of the
time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened SN Ia spectra. The SN Ia
subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg are indicated with circles, squares, and di-
amonds, respectively. An rlap value larger than 5 is considered a strong correla-
tion. There is a clear trend toward template spectra with small m15 correlating
stronger with the observed light echo spectrum than the ones with largem15.
Only three templates, all withm15 < 0:9, have a strong correlation with the ob-
served light echo spectrum (rlap > 5:0). [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 12.—Histogram of rlap value determinedwith SNID for the different SN Ia
subtypes (top; Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg), normal SN Ic types (bottom; Ic-norm),
and SN Ib/c types other than normal Ic (bottom; Ibc-other). An rlap value larger than
5 indicates a good correlation between the two spectra. Note that the 91T-like SNe
have the strongest correlation with the light echo spectrum.All SNe Ib/c have a sig-
nificantly smaller rlap value than three of the 91T-like SNe Ia, and no SN Ib/c has
an rlap value larger than 5, which is the cutoff value for a good correlation. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 13.—2f vs. m15 for the fit of the time-integrated, dust-scattered, red-
dened, and flattened SN Ia spectra to the observed light echo spectrum associated
with SNR 0509675. The SN Ia subtypes Ia-91T, Ia-norm, and Ia-91bg are indi-
cated with circles, squares, and diamonds, respectively. The five SNe with the
smallest 2f are 91T-like SNe Ia and have the smallestm15. Note that the good-
ness of fit correlates better withm15 than subtype. The 91T-like SNe with com-
parably large m15 have a larger 
2
f than the normal SNe Ia with small m15.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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the m15 of the light echo spectra using 
2
f , and we find that
m15(2f )¼ 0:87 0:05.
Figure 15 shows the three 1991T-like SN Ia template spectra
with the best rlap values, overplotted on the observed light echo
spectrum. The template spectra have the same features as the ob-
served light echo spectrum, and the agreement is very good. The
only significant disagreement is that the template spectra have a
slightly deeper absorption and stronger emission at 6100 and
65008, respectively. The two ‘‘normal’’ SNe Ia with the best rlap
values are very similar and fit very well for wavelengths smaller
than 5800 8, but the difference in strength of the two features at
6100 and 65008 is more pronounced (see Fig. 16). Note also that
these two best-correlating normal SNe Ia are also the oneswith the
smallestm15 values. Figure 17 shows the three SN Ib/c template
spectra with the best rlap values. Even though there are similar-
ities between the template spectra and the observed spectrum, the
relative strength of the spectral features is not as consistent as
for the SNe Ia. A few examples of SN template spectra with poor
correlation to the observed light echo spectrum are shown in
Figure 18.
We conclude that the SN that created SNR 0509675 is a
1991T-like SNwithm15 < 0:9.Knowing the SN type (and,more-
over, its subtype and thus how energetic the explosion was) places
stringent constraints on the explosion mechanism and hence on
the interpretation of X-ray spectra of the remnant. Analysis of
X-ray data of SNR 0509675 by Hughes et al. (1995) classifies
this SNR as a remnant of a SN Ia. Recent analysis of X-ray spec-
tra by Badenes et al. (2008) also supports the classification as an
overluminous, 1991T-like SN Ia; models using hydrodynamic cal-
culations and nonequilibrium ionization simulations of highly
energetic SNe Ia reproduce the X-ray spectrum with its line flux
ratios better than normal or subenergetic models (Badenes et al.
2008). This is the first time that the (sub)type of an ancient SN
Fig. 14.—Top: Histogram of 2f for the fit of the time-integrated, dust-scattered,
reddened, andflattened SN Ia spectra fit to the flattened observed light echo spectrum
associated with SNR 0509675. Note that nearly all 91T-like SNe Ia have a better
2f than any SNe of the other subtypes. Bottom: Same histogram of 
2
f for the SNe
Ib/c.Note that the normal SNe Ic have a decent2f , but all 91T-like SNewithm15 <
0:9 have a better 2f . [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version
of this figure.]
Fig. 15.—Three time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened SN Ia
spectra with the best rlap values (i.e., the best correlation with the observed light
echo spectrum), overplotted on the flattened observed light echo spectrum (gray
area). Note that all three template spectra are 91T-like SNe Ia withm15 < 0:9.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 16.—Two time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened spectra
of normal SNe Ia with the best rlap values, overplotted on the flattened observed
light echo spectrum (gray area). Note that these two template spectra are also the
two normal SNe Ia with the smallest m15. [See the electronic edition of the
Journal for a color version of this figure.]
Fig. 17.—Three time-integrated, dust-scattered, reddened, and flattened SN Ib/c
spectra with the best rlap values, overplotted on the flattened observed light echo
spectrum (gray area). Note that all three template spectra are normal SNe Ic. [See
the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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has been determined by direct means by taking the spectrum of
the original event.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained a spectrum of a light echo associated with
SNR 0509675. By comparing and correlating time-integrated,
dust-scattered, and reddened template spectra created from a spec-
tral library of nearby supernovae (SNe) of all types to the light
echo spectrum,wefind that overluminous, 1991T-like SNe Iamatch
the observed spectrum best. We correlate the template spectra with
the observed spectra with SNID. The correlation parameter rlap
is a measure of the strength of the correlation, and rlap  5 in-
dicates a strong correlation. Only SNe Ia withm15 < 0:9 pass
this cut. They correspond to intrinsically overluminous SNe Ia
with spectra resembling the prototypical SN 1991T (Jeffery et al.
1992). Similarly, all 1991T-like SNe Ia withm15 < 0:9 have a
smaller 2 than any other SNe when the ‘‘flattened’’ (see x 3.2.2)
SN templates are fitted to the observed spectrum. Normal SNe Ic
show some similarities to the observed light echo spectrum. How-
ever, the correlation is only weak (rlap < 5), and their2 is larger
than the 2 of the 1991T-like SNe Ia. Thus, we can exclude them
as the possible source event for SNR 0509675. This is the first
time that the (sub)type of a SN has been conclusively and directly
determined long after the event happened. Light echoes provide
an excellent opportunity to connect the physics of the SN itself
to its remnant. Much can be learned about the physics of SNe and
their impact on the surrounding ISM from this direct comparison;
knowing the SN type (and, moreover, its subtype and thus how
energetic the explosion was) places stringent constraints on the
explosion mechanism and hence on the interpretation of X-ray
spectra of the remnant (Badenes et al. 2008). For the first time,
models of SN explosions can now be tested for consistency with
the SN explosion itself and the observations of the SNR. We are
currently working on expanding the sample of SNRs with light
echo spectra; in the LMC alone there are two more SNRs with
associated light echoes. Our investigation also suggests that sub-
typing of historical MilkyWay SNe, particularly the more recent
SN 1572 (Tycho), SN 1604 (Kepler), and Cas A events, should
be possible provided that suitable light echo features are found
and can be studied spectroscopically. Such a sample of SNRswith
known explosion spectra will place stringent constraints on SN
explosion models and enhance our understanding of these events
that play such an important role in the production of heavy ele-
ments in our universe.
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